October 12, 2007

Patty Wagner  
Manager  
Sandia Site Office/NNSA  
U.S. Department of Energy  
P.O. Box 5400, MS 0184  
Albuquerque, NM 87185-5400

Francis B. Nimick  
Deputy Director  
Nuclear Energy & Global Securities Technologies  
Sandia National Laboratories  
P.O. Box 5800, MS 0701  
Albuquerque, NM 87185

RE: CORRECTION FOR NOTICE OF APPROVAL DATED OCTOBER 10, 2007, REGARDING MONITORING WELL PLUG AND ABANDONMENT PLAN AND REPLACEMENT WELL CONSTRUCTION PLAN; DECOMMISSIONING OF GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELL MWL-BW1, INSTALLATION OF REPLACEMENT GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELL MWL-BW2, REVISION 1, AUGUST 3, 2007  
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES, EPA ID# NM5890110518  
HWB-SNL-07-014

Dear Ms. Wagner and Mr. Nimick:

The New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) issued a Notice of Approval (NOA) for the subject well plug and abandonment/installation plan on October 10, 2007. The NOA refers to a due date of January 1, 2008, as the date that the U. S. Department of Energy/Sandia Corporation must complete the scope of work, excluding the report, in the subject plan. This date is in error; the actual due date to complete the work shall be January 31, 2008.
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The report documenting completion of the work is still due to be submitted to the NMED by April 30, 2008. If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Mr. William Moats of my staff at (505) 222-9551.

Sincerely,

James P. Bearzi  
Chief  
Hazardous Waste Bureau 

cc: J. Kieling, NMED HWB  
W. Moats, NMED HWB  
B. Salem, NMED HWB  
T. Skibitski, NMED DOE-OB  
L. King, EPA-6  
P. Freshour, SNL MS 1089  
J. Gould, DOE, MS 0184  
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